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SNOW ECOLOGY:A REPORT ON A NEW INITIATIVE
Snow plays a key role in the ecology of much of Earth's
surface, especially in circumpolar and high-altitude regions
where ecosystems are under increasing stress from global
changes in climate and local human development. Until recently,
our knowledge of snow has been restricted to areas of study
associated with specific physical, chemical, and biological disciplines. Although this research has resulted in a significant
progress in understandingsnowpack dynamics, there has been
no concerted attempt to integrate the results of these studies to
furtherour knowledge of snow as a life-support milieu and as a
component of larger terrestrialecosystems. In order to develop
a better understandingof snow ecology throughinterdisciplinary
studies, a nucleus of research workers from both the physical
and biological sciences recently formed the Snow Ecology
Working Group (SEWG). The SEWG was approved as a contribution of the International Commission on Snow and Ice
(ICSI) to the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program
(IGBP) at the ICSI Bureau Meeting in Vienna in August 1991.
ICSI is a commission of the InternationalAssociation of Hydrological Sciences (IAHS).
The objectives of the Working Group are to:
(1) facilitate exchange of knowledge and expertise on snow
and snow-covered systems between researchersin the physical,
chemical, and biological sciences;
(2) develop a conceptual framework for snow ecology as a
science and an experimental method for the study of snow and
snow-covered systems;
(3) develop conceptual and applied comprehensivemodels for
the processes, states, evolution and stability of snow ecosystems,
(4) produce documents which outline the conceptual framework of snow ecology, the state of the science and appropriate
experimental methods; and
(5) organize an internationalconference with emphasis on the
methodology and applicationof the conceptual frameworkto the
development of models which explain the evolution of snow and
snow-related ecosystems.
To achieve these objectives, a Snow Ecology Workshop was
convened by SEWG in Quebec City, 3-7 June 1993. The Workshop was sponsored by the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada,Hydro-Qu6bec,the CanadianPolar
Commission, the Institut national de la recherche scientifique
(Universit6 du Qu6bec), and the Departmentof the Environment
of the Government of Quebec (Environnement Qu6bec). The
workshop was attendedby university and government researchers and graduatestudents; the 20 participantsincluded climatologists, physicists, chemists, microbiologists, plant ecologists,
and invertebrateand large mammal ecologists.
The format of the Workshop consisted of state-of-the-science
reviews followed by in-depth discussions on the linkages and
feedback mechanisms between the physical, chemical, and biological phenomena in snow. The reviews on the first day of the
workshop traced the physical progression of snow from snowfall
and snow cover formation on a global scale to snow metamorphism on the ground, snow redistribution and sublimation in
forested and open environments,the melt of snow and chemicals
contained in the snow to the interactionbetween the snow chem? 1994 Regents of the Universityof Colorado

istry and the biological components of snow (microbes, invertebrates, and mammals). The reviews on the second day considered the life cycles and habitats of snow microbes such as
bacteria, algae, fungi, and small invertebrates;the accumulation
of organic debris; and the relationshipof larger life forms such
as spiders, collembola, and large plants to snow in alpine and
arctic ecosystems. The reviews of the third day were devoted to
the larger mammals that live in and on snow, with special emphasis on the caribou.
In this manner workshop participantsdeveloped specific hypotheses on how the physical, chemical, and biological components interact and modify each other in order to produce the
multiphase, multilife-form milieu we know as the snow cover.
It is now evident that the snow cover is a ecosystem which
evolves in response to meteorological and biological inputs and,
in return,fundamentallychanging these factors.
Certain considerations may be drawn from information presented at the workshop. One is that as a ecosystem, snow may
be considered analogous to a lake and as an interdisciplinary
science, snow ecology may be considered analogous to limnology. The snow ecosystem functions at three critical levels that
are defined by boundaries at the snow-air and snow-soil interfaces:
(1) Supranival-above snow, including large plants and animals and the atmosphere;
snow, including small plants,
(2) Intranival-within
microbes, invertebrates,small mammals and snowpack properties; and
(3) Subnival-below snow, including small plants and animals, microbes, invertebrates,and the soil.
A furtherconsiderationof this concept of snow as an ecosystem is that the snow cover is the mediator between micro-organisms, plants, animals, chemicals, atmosphere, and soil. As a
mediator, snow has several functions:
(1) Energy Bank-snow stores and releases energy; snow
stores latent heat of fusion and sublimation and crystal bonding
forces. The bonding forces are applied by atmospheric shear
stress, drifting snow-particle impact and the impact of animals
walking over the snow cover. The intake and release of energy
at various times of the year thus makes snow a variable habitat
for intraniveanorganisms and is a cause of their migrationwithin
the snow environment.
(2) Radiation Shield--cold snow reflects most shortwave radiation and absorbs and re-emits most thermalinfraredradiation.
Its reflectance of shortwave radiation is a critical characteristic
of the global climate system. As snowmelt progresses, the snow
cover reflects less shortwave radiation due to a change in its
physical properties.This reflectance can be additionally reduced
in the order of 10% by in situ life forms such as populations of
red snow algae.
(3) Insulator-as a porous medium with a large air content,
snow has a high insulation capacity and plays an importantrole
protecting microorganisms, plants, and animals from wind and
severe winter temperatures.Its insulation can result in strong
temperaturegradients that fundamentally restructurethe snow
composition and provide opportunities and constraints for organisms that live in the snow cover. In windswept areas specific
organisms take advantage of enhanced snow cover insulation
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where vegetation is relatively dense; however, their furtherinteractionwith this vegetation is presently unknown.
(4) Reservoir-snow is a reservoirfor water, chemicals, and
organic debris that provides habitatand food sources for various
life stages of microbes, invertebrates,and small mammals. The
physical and chemical propertiesof snow, especially radiation
penetration,gas content, temperature,wetness, porosity, pH, inorganicchemistry,and organicdebriscontentcontrolintranivean
biological activity and in turn are influencedby the behavior of
nivean organisms.
(5) TransportMedium-snow moves as a particulateflux as
it is relocated by the wind in open environmentsor intercepted
by vegetation in forests. It moves as a vapor flux because of
sublimation, resulting in transportto colder surfaces or to the
atmosphere.During melt, snow moves as meltwater in preferential pathways within the snowpack to the soil or directly to
streams and lakes. These transportphenomenon are taken advantage of by certain snow organisms but can also cause limitations to the success and survival of their populations.
(6) Host for a Food Web-a food web which occurs both
within the snow cover and at the snow-atmosphereand snowsoil interfacesinvolves many families and species of organisms.
Withinthe snow cover, snow algae are primaryproducersgrazed
upon by primary consumers including protozoa and small invertebrates.Smaller forms such as the fungi and bacteria are
decomposers and some invertebratesare probable detritivores.
The invertebratesare in turnpreyed upon by other invertebrates
and small mammals. Small mammalsbecome the prey to larger
mammals,which either hunt them on the surface or dig into the
snow cover to retrieve them. Large and small mammals also
graze upon plants thatprotrudeinto the snow cover or are buried
by it. Leachatesfrom organic substratesare an importantfeature
in this food web, particularlyin the effect of plant residues and
animal wastes upon microbial activity.
These snow ecosystem functions occur over time scales that
are diurnal, seasonal, and decadal. Furthermorethe functions
have importantspatial interactionsat three scales:
(1) Plot/Microscale-variation from centimeters to meters
both verticallythroughthe pack and horizontallyacross the snow
cover, correlatedstrongly to individual plants, meltwater flow
paths, terraindiscontinuities,soil properties,food webs, and local populationsof intraniveaninhabitants;
(2) Landscape/Mesoscale-variation from tens of meters to
kilometers,correlatedstrongly to the communitiesof the largest
vegetation forms, elevation, slope, aspect, orography, and exposure to the wind;
(3) Regional/Macroscale-variationfrom tens to thousandsof
kilometers, correlated strongly to persistent synoptic weather
patterns, continental wind flows, location with respect to the
poles, oceans, lakes, and continentalscale biomes.
After considerationof the critical issues in separatefields of
snow investigation, and identificationof the major linkages between living things and the physical and chemical propertiesof
snow, the participantsraised the following questions regarding
snow as an ecosystem:
(1) Can we devise tests of hypotheses regardingthe structure
and function of snow ecosystems?
(2) Do snow ecosystems have a series of quasi-stablestates?
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(3) What scales of states and processes are importantfrom
micro- to macroscale?
(4) Do snow ecosystem variablesand states cycle over time?
Are these cycles correlatedand do they enhanceor dampeneach
other?
(5) How may we scale snow ecosystem variables over space
and time? How do we go from microscaleto macroscale,diurnal
to seasonal and decadal?
The SEWG intends to answer these questions as part of multidisciplinary studies occurring in various snow biomes. For
more informationregardingparticipationin these working group
activities please contact Professor H. Gerald Jones, Institutnational de la recherche scientifique-eau,Universit6 du Qu6bec,
Ste-Foy, Quebec, Canada,GlV 4C7. FAX 1-418-654-2562.
H. G. JONES,J. W. POMEROY,
D. A. WALKER, ANDR. A. WHARTON

For the Snow Ecology WorkingGroup
SECONDINTERNATIONAL
CONGRESSOF ARCTICSOCIAL
SCIENCES(ICASSII)
The triennial conference of the InternationalArctic Social Sciences Association (IASSA)
ConferenceThemes
"Unity and Diversity in Arctic Societies" is a broadtheme that
encompasses all aspects of arctic social sciences, arts, and humanities. We welcome contributionsrelatingto behavioral,psychological, cultural, anthropological,archaeological, linguistic,
historical, social, legal, economic, environmental,and political
subjects as well as health, education, the arts and humanities,
and related subjects. Papers on these themes will be organized
into plenary and concurrentsessions to be held in Rovaniemi.
Papers dealing with the special subtheme "Ethics of Eco- and
Ethno-Tourism"will be presented at the Kautokeinosessions.
Only paid-up members of IASSA are allowed to participatein
the congress.
ConferenceLocation
The main part of the congress will be held in Rovaniemi, Finland, from 28-31 May 1995. The special session on "Ethics of
Eco- and Ethno-Tourism"will be held from 2-4 June in Kautokeino, Norway. Accommodationin Kautoekino is extremely
limited, thus participationin the special session is restrictedto
approximately100 participants.
Costs
Participantsare expected to pay their own travel, accommodations, and local costs. A conference fee of about $100 will be
charges to cover organizationaland printingcosts. Student and
other special rates will be available. We also hope to provide
travel grants to reduce the costs for some participants.Details
aboutcosts, registration,and accommodationwill be announced.
Further information
If you are interested in participating,please contact the IASS
Secretariatat Arctic Centre, University of Lapland, P.O.Box
122, FIN-96101 Rovaniemi, Finland Tel. 358-60-324-759; fax
358-60-324-77; e-mail mpretes@roisrv.urova.fi

